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But she goes not abroad, in search of monsters to destroy. She is the well-wisher to the freedom and 
independence of all. She is the champion and vindicator only of her own.

John Quincy Adams (Prescient man – he foresaw that slavery could be ended only by a presidential 
decree in a war and that destroying monsters abroad would destroy liberty at home.)

A lot of the people who comment on this blog seem to me to be patriotic Americans. And, it’s clear, if
you read the comments, that many of them – probably the majority – want Russia to win the war. This
is not because they like Putin or Russia particularly, and certainly not because they’re on the “Putin
payroll”. Not at all. These people understand what is really at stake.

These are people who know that the American war party (one of many names – deep state, borg,
neocons, one percent, MICIMAC) is responsible for pushing Russia to the decision that it made last
February. That it is the war party that expanded NATO despite the promises, that arms Ukraine, that
encourages the fanatics driving that country, that blocks all routes to a peaceful settlement, that
encourages Kiev to squander the lives of its people. But what really concerns these patriotic Americans
is the damage the war party has done to their country.

The fundamental maxims of her policy would insensibly change from liberty to force… She
might become the dictatress of the world. She would be no longer the ruler of her own
spirit…

An America of war all the time everywhere, of tent cities and full jails, of open borders, disappeared
manufacturing, opiates, misery, poverty, corruption. An America with endless money to spend abroad
but none to spend at home. (The hundred billion dollars dumped into Ukraine would give a $200,000
house to every one of the estimated half million homeless in the USA!) An America failing, no longer
the American they loved, served and believed in. The Twitter revelations show some of the activities of
this enemy embedded in the American polity. It’s very late and many fear that it is too late.

How to get this leech off America’s back? Voting can’t make much difference if both parties are
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manipulated. Is the voting system itself corrupted? Can the judicial system be trusted? Special
counsels who report when it’s too late to matter? The managed media? Some may still believe in these
things but the people I’m talking about don’t any more.

They can only see one way that the power of this internal enemy can be broken – complete and utter
defeat. Defeat that cannot be ignored, cannot be explained away, defeat too big and too obvious for
the obedient mass media to bury.

And that is why these people want Russia to win. They don’t necessarily like Russia or Putin or dislike
Ukraine – it has little to do with either. It’s because they see this as the opportunity for the humiliating
defeat that will shatter the power of the internal enemy. The war party assumed that Russia was weak
and sanctions would crash its economy and bring down Putin. When this didn’t happen, they doubled
down on their failed bet arrogantly certain they were right because everybody they allowed to speak
agreed with them. If (when) Russia scores a decisive and undeniable victory, the perpetrators of the
disaster will be revealed as corrupt fools wasting your money on their worthless fantasy.

Russia is also fighting a bigger war against the so-called rules-based international order. This shiny
label covers the assertion that whatever America and its allies/subordinates do is right and whatever its
opponents do is wrong and is the war party’s license to interfere everywhere. The hope is that the
defeat – following on the Afghanistan debacle – will so weaken the war party that it will fall.

This far I have talked of patriotic Americans wanting Russia to win but I believe that every country in
the West has people who also want Russia to win because utter, obvious and undeniable defeat is the
only way that they can see to get their leeches off their backs.

The West is ruled by corrupt fools who are sending it to disaster – it is circling the drain of history. The
hope is that Russian victory will burst the bubble, the internal enemy will be got rid of and these
countries will start to mind their own business, care for their own populations and forget about the
(mostly imaginary) monsters out there.
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